90-day trial license for
CLC Genomics Workbench
Are you the owner of an NGS benchtop sequencer?
Would you like to try CLC Genomics Workbench for 90 days?
Get your benchtop sequencer up to speed

Why is a 90-day evaluation a good idea?

All organizations that own a benchtop sequencer can enter

We acknowledge that a regular 14-day evaluation period

their instrument on benchtopseq.com to register for a 90-day

for CLC Genomics Workbench may not be enough time

trial license for QIAGEN Bioinformtatics’ premier desktop

when you are introducing a new instrument into your

software package for analyzing sequencing data, including

workflow. Many researchers don’t have the time to test the

a large number of analysis, comparison, and visualization

software thoroughly and with real production mode data.

tools for genomics, transcriptomics, and epigenomics.
Having 90 days to evaluate CLC Genomics Workbench
allows you to get your analysis pipeline set up, make a
serious investigation into your software options, and better
determine if CLC Genomics Workbench is a fit for your
analysis needs.

Questions and Answers
Q: Who is applicable for this 3 month trial?

Q: When exactly does the 90-day evaluation period start?

A: All owners of benchtop sequencers with an output under

A: Once you’ve signed up on www.benchtopseq.com,

250 GB of data per run are eligible to register for a trial

you’ll receive an automatic email notification. Within one

license of 90 days.

week, we’ll validate the information you’ve submitted and
you’ll receive your 90 day trial license that begins the day

Q: How do I get it?

you receive your trial download information.

A: Apply via the form available on: www.benchtopseq.com
Q: When the 90-day license expires, will my data be
Q: What information do I need to provide to sign up?

locked?

A: Your contact information as stated in the sign up form,

A: No. You own your data and it will always be available

(including a valid institutional or academic email address),

right where you have saved it. After the license expires,

along with brand, model, and serial number of your

you’ll be able to open the CLC Genomics Workbench in

instrument for validation. Then you need to send an image

limited mode and can always visualize your data and

of your benchtop sequencer to advgxinsidesales@qiagen.

export it. However, to use the analysis tools, you’ll need

com for validation of your machine. Please use the same

a valid license.

email, that you used on the sign-up form.
Q: We’re multiple organizations sharing one instrument;
Q: How long will this campaign run?

can we get one 90-day evaluation license per organization?

A: It’s not a campaign but a long-term initiative, so there is

A: The rule is one license per instrument, so this is not

no end date for this offer.

possible.

Q: I have a different next generation sequencing instrument;
can I apply for this campaign?
A: Currently, no.
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